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We study the canonical structure of current commutators on the light cone, as embodied in

Kogut and Soper's formulation of quantum electrodynamics in the infinite-momentum frame.
These commutators incorporate dynamical information far beyond that contained in conven-
tional equal-time commutation relations. An analog of the Bjorken-Johnson-Low limit is de-
veloped for calculating matrix elements of light-cone commutators from conventional time-
ordered products. Some apparently new su~ rules for electroproduction are obtained. They
relate Fourier transforms of structure functions to bilocal products of operators. We sug-
gest possible directions for constructing phenomenological light-cone commutators in had-
ronic physics. These commutators can be used to describe entire Regge trajectories, and
might find application to electroproduction and neutrino-induced production experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for some time that the know-

ledge of current commutators on the light cone
would provide useful theoretical and experimental
information for particle physicists. For example,
it has been shown' that the Dashen-Fubini-Gell-
Mann sum rule, ' conventionally derived from the
equal-time algebra with the help of dispersion re-
lations, is valid when the light-cone commutator
of currents has a certa. in structure (described in
Sec. IV). Another way of stating this is that vari-
ous invariant amplitudes grow not more rapidly
at infinite momentum than allowed by Bjorken's
scaling laws' for electroproduction. Recently, a
number of authors have demonstrated that the
scaling functions observed in deep-inelastic elec-
troproduction directly measure the matrix ele-
ments of light-cone current commutators. '

It is of the greatest importance to have some
idea of the operator structure of current commu-
tators on the light cone, for reasons given above
and in order to give quantitative content to the
program of operator expansions of field products
at short distances. 5' One obvious method by
which one may calculate such commutators is per-
turbation theory. ' This technique suffers from
two shortcomings. First, only selected matrix
elements of the light-cone commutator can be com-
puted, and the operator structure remains ob-
scure. Second, it is prohibitively tedious to go
beyond the first nontrivial order of perturbation
theory. Thus it is desirable to develop alterna-
tive methods for exposing the light-cone commu-
tator. In this paper we report a canonical, non-
perturbative analysis based on the theory of quan-
tum electrodynamics in the infinite-momentum
frame, as discussed by Bjorken, Kogut, and
Soper. ' The commutators on the light-cone can

be computed canonically in this framework. These
commutators probe dynamics rather more deeply
than conventional equal-time ones, and we find a
number of sum rules, some of which are appar-
ently new. As is inevitable, we also encounter
infinities. Moreover, just as the conventional
equal-time techniques are not verified in perturba-
tion theory, so also the present results suffer
from the same defect.

To discuss such things as the electroproduction
experiments realistically, it is of course neces-
sary to go beyond a model field theory like quan-
tum electrodynamics. We make a first attempt
at an approximate, phenomenological description
of light-cone current commutators which can in-
corporate features of hadronic physics such as
Regge trajectories. This attempt is complemen-
tary to the often-made observation that Bjorken's
scaling functions can incorporate Regge poles. '

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we review the theory of Bjorken, Kogut, and
Soper' and derive the commutator of fermion
fields on the light cone. Current commutators are
given in Sec. III and various sum rules which fol-
low from them are deduced in Sec. IV, along with
a version of the Bjorken-Johnson-l, ow (BJL) limit
which governs light-cone commutators. Specula-
tion on Regge trajectories is given in Sec. V, and
Sec. VI contains concluding remarks. In an Appen-
dix we record the canonical SU(3)xSU(3) light-cone
commutator s.

II. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION

ON THE LIGHT CONE

Bjorken, Kogut, and Soper' have shown that it
is possible to quantize a field theory in what
amounts to an infinite-momentum frame by set-
ting up canonical commutation relations between
independent fields on the light cone. In such a
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theory, the rules for constructing diagrams are
essentially the infinite-momentum rules first de-
veloped by Weinberg. " There is, or course, no
difference in content between this theory and the
one which follows from the usual equal-time quan-
tization, but the information is organized in a nov-
el way, which might be of heuristic value in con-
structing approximations and generating insight
for ultrarelativistic processes.

We use the notation of Kogut and Soper'. The
conventional coordinates (and other four-vectors)
are labeled with a caret, as in x"=(t, x, y, z),
while light-'cone variables are denoted as x"
= (Ty x, yys)y with T= 2 ' '(t+z), }}=2 ' '(t -z).
These are related by ( 2.4)

be valid for a massive vector-meson theory as
well. We return to this point and to the question
of the gauge invariance of our results in the con-
clusion.

The canonically independent operators are B' (x)
(Latin indices run over the "perpendicular" com-
ponents 1, 2, also described by the subscript A),
and a certain projection }t), of the four-component
Dirac field g: g, = JB,g. The projection operator
is given by P+= —,'y'y, ' its partner is P = —,y y,
P++P =1. The Dirac adjoint field is constructed
conventionally, i.e.,

0 = 4*~ = 0*2 ' 'h" + r')
—2-1/2(gg yp+ yB B)

0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0

(2.1)
According to Ref. 8, the dependent operators g
and B' are given in terms of independent quanti-
ties by

0 (x)= }f&-(x( '-()((~x, BBi(x-x ()'],y"., }

In light-cone coordinates, the metric tensor is

0 0 0 1
0-i 0 0
0 0 -1 0

0 0 0

(2.2)

We consider a quark-vector gluon theory, des-
cribed by the Lagrangian

x ypq, (xp, x„(),
0'(x) = fB(] --',( l(x,xx,.B'(x', „0)

+g8'(x', x, $)I.

In (2.6), we have introduced the r component
(zeroth component) of the vector current

J"(x)= T])(x)y"q(x).

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

g=T([( ',fa„-g-B,)y" M]y-
F" =9"8" 8"9"

(2.2)

Zp(x) =
T] (x)} "-,'},y(x). (2.8)

In a straightforward generalization, the usual no-
net of vector currents is

For simplicity we have set the gluon mass to zero,
so that we are really dealing with quantum elec-
trodynamics, and may take over directly the re-
sults of Bjorken, Kogut, and Soper. ' This is an
important simplification, since we need to deal
with only two independent degrees of freedom in

B&, instead of three. Following Ref. 8, we use the
extra gauge freedom of the massless theory to set

B3 = 0, and p' wil l be expressed in terms of
the independent field variables. It is our expecta-
tion that the high-energy results in which we are
interested do not depend in an important way on
the boson mass. Hence the present results should

The canonical commutators of the independent
operators are"

(2.9)

(2.10)

[B'(x),B~(0)]„p = ——z5, ,e(x') 5'(x~),

f]j.(x), g(0)]„p=,= (I/~2)&. 5(x') 5'(x, ) .
The operators g+ and g anticommute with them-
selves and commute with the B'. The commuta-
tors of the dependent fields are complicated be-
cause the equations of motion (2.5) and (2.6) must
be used.

In a straightforward way, (2.5), (2.6), and (2.10)
yield the following:

(0(x), 0(0)}, , =I', y'0(x') —-', ix(x')(iy~x, , +M]+-,'ixy'x(x')[P, B,. (0, 0, x') P ~( )] }B0yB)

+ — d$ c x -( e $ iy'8,. -gy'B,. O, x~, $ +M iy~B,. —gy~B& 0, x~, ( -M y

(2.11)——ig d(d('e x —( e $' e $ —$')y y,.f 0, 0, ()g 0, 0, $')y'y 6 x

This lengthy expression, with its terms in g and g', shows the extent to which light-cone commutators in-
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corporate the underlying dynamics. Note that there is inevitably an infinity in the terms proportional to
g on the right-hand side, which involve products of operators at the same point. The products of distribu-
tions that occur in (2.11) are defined in terms of their finite parts, i.e. , in momentum space. Thus, for
example,

3d~ ~(x —~)~(t) =— , e—*'"=2~x ~.
-2 "dk
m „k 7/i( x)( y"[is„+gB„(x)]+M)=0,

g(x)(y'[i9;+ gB, (x)]+M)P = r/r-(x)y [i9, +gB,(x)]
III. CURRENT COMMUTATORS = -is,Tt(x)r' (3.5)

We are able to derive all our results by consid-
ering the two equal-r commutators [J'„J,'] and
[4'„4',]. The first commutator is extremely sim-
ple, since J, is expressible in terms of p„ i.e.,

d.'(x) = W2 qf(x)-', ~.q, (x) . (3.1)

With the aid of the canonical commutator (2.11),
it is easy to find

[d.'(x), J (0)]„ = if, ,d, (x)6(x )6(x ) . (3.2)

—H.c . (3.4)

The commutator is not expressible in terms of
the current itself, but rather it contains the prod-
uct g g at different space-time points. Like the
commutator of the fields (2.11), it appears to de-
pend explicitly on the coupling to gB". However,
we now demonstrate that this dependence may be
eliminated. By use of the equations of motion, we
find

This has precisely the same structure as the con-
ventional equal-time commutator, but its meaning
is quite different. It also contains the commutator
of an ordinary time component with an ordinary
space component, and therefore should carry in-
formation about Schwinger terms. In the sum
rules to be given below, it will be seen that (3.2)
gives a vanishing Schwinger term, as does the
usual naive, formal derivation of equal-time quark
current commutators. This indicates that (3.2)
must be modified to accommodate the necessarily
nonvanishing Schwinger term [see (4.13)].

The other commutator is rather complicated
since J,' involves dependent fields, i.e.,

J.'(x) = v2 g*(x)-,'X, r/r (x) . (3.3)

For the sake of simplicity, we suppress SU(3) in-
dices in the following expression, which therefore
should be understood as the commutator of two
electromagnetic currents. In the Appendix we
list the full SU(3)xSU(3) commutators. After a
not too lengthy calculation, we find

[d '(x), d'(0)]„, , = --,'iz(x') 6'(x, ) y (0, 5, x')

x fr~[i 8,. + gB&(0, 0, x )]+M"IP $ (0)

--,'e(x')s,.6'(x, )Tt(0, 0, x')y'P g( )

The last equality is true in the special gauge 8'
= B,= 0. Hence (3.4) becomes

[J (x),J (0)]„o = ——'E(x )6'(x, )s,[q(0, 0, x')r'q(0)]
——'z(x )8, 6 (x )$(0, 0, x')y'g(0)

--,'e(x')8,.6'(x~)e'~y(0, 0, x')y, y, y(0)

—H.c . (3.6)

In offering (3.6), we have rewritten the gradient
term with the help of the identity y'P = —,'y'
+ —,'e"y&y„where e' is the antisymmetric tensor
in two dimensions and y, is given by the conven-
tional formula ys=y y y y . The remarkable fea-
ture of (3.6) is that all reference to the gluon
field, and to the interaction has disappeared. The
commutator is completely described by bilocal
generalizations of the vector and axial-vector cur-
rent, i.e. , T|I(x)y"g(0), ig(x)y"y, g(0).

The commutators (3.2) and (3.6) can also be ob-
tained from Schwinger's action principle, "extend-
ed to light-cone quantization. According to that
technique, a commutator can be represented by a
variational formula. For conserved currents the
appropriate expression is

d'z, dz'[d '(x', x„x'), 6i:(x', K„z')] = is, 6J"(x) .~

~

(3.7)

The variation is performed with respect to exter-
nal fields which are introduced for that purpose.
For example, to generate the [7', 2 "] commutator,
one varies an external field A„, which is taken to
couple to -J„.

-[d'(x), d"(y)]„. ..= is„
6 j"(x)

"6A„y

= ie g(x)y —H.c . (3.6)6 i(i (x)
M „(y)

In the gluon model which we are considering, the
dependence of g on A„may be computed. We have,
in the limit of zero external field,

6Z
I'~ = -lie(x'-y')6'(x, y, )r'r" g(y) (3 9)-

~+p(QJ

Here the variation is performed, as it should be,
with the independent canonical variable g, fixed,
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while the dependent variable ()), when expressed
in terms of (1)„contains the indicated A„depen-
dence. Consequeatly, (3.8) becomes

[&'(x),&"(y)],0=„0

=he [y(x)y"y'y"y(y)~(x'-y')6'(x, —y, )] -H c.
(3.10)

This verifies (3.2) in the Abeban case, repro-
duces (3.6), and yields a new result: the commu-
tator [4',4'].

We emphasize that these results are obtained by
a formal argument; one cannot expect them to be
valid in perturbation theory [see also (4.13) and
(4.15), below].

IV. SUM RULES

In the standard fashion of deriving sum rules,
we first write down a spectral representation and
then deduce the appropriate equal-y commutators
and compare them to the matrix elements of the
canonical commutators of Sec. III. There are two
equivalent ways of going to the equal-z limit from
the spectral representation: the first works with
the space-time coordinates directly, and the sec-
ond is an obvious modification of the BJL limit
in momentum space. The latter is useful in ex-
tracting light-cone commutators from convention-
al Feynman diagrams. This will be discussed in
Sec. IVC, below.

A. Vacuum Expectation Value
of Field Commutator

Consider the spectral representation for the
anticommutator of unrenormalized Heisenberg
fields

S(x) -=&0 l{q(x), () (0))lo)

d~' p, X's~~e +up, ~' Z~X'. 4.t

Here ~ is the usual free-field commutator func-
tion, with the representation

From {4.2), we learn the following useful results
atx =0:

s{x,x') I„, ,= --', ie(x')6'(x, ),
s,a(x, z') I„, ,= -,

' i I
x' I(s,.s'+ a') 6'(x, ) .

(4.3)

(4.4)

Equation (4.4) can also be derived from (4.2) by
integrating the equation

(a+a')z= (26,6, +s,.s'+x')~=0

over g', and setting x'= 0.
The two conventional sum rules for the spectral

functions are simply

(4.5)

if, in (4.1), M has the significance of the bare
mass. For i= 1, this is the usual sum rule based
on canonical anticommutators at equal t, while
for j= 2 one uses the equations of motion to deter-
mine {s,g(x), T()(0)] at t = 0. Both of these plus an-
other relation appear as canonical in the light-
cone theory. We now demonstrate this fact.

p(p, r')=
p .f p pr(p''+p')p(pp'O' —P„—z')p '"

= -ie(x'+ x'), 6(x')
2Ã

+ i~(x'+x') e(x'), „,Z,(~{x')"'). (4.2)

With the aid of {4.1}, (4.3), and (4.4), we find

p(r) I;fpr (p(,z, )(— r'l 'p',I(p 'p'+ —r')+ ',r'p(x') ~ -', p(r')r'p )--',(M-p(r')p(r)) p'(p, ) . (4.6}

To derive the sum rules, we compare (4.6) with the vacuum expectation value of the canonical anticommu-
tator (2.11):

&0 I{0(x) y(0)& 10&„0=.= f-Sy'I x' l(86'+I') + 6'6(x') --'i(i&*a~+I)e(x')+4'y'I x' 1&0 IB;{0»'(0)lo&]6'(X.) + ~ ~ ~ ~

(4.7)

In addition to dropping terms linear in 8", whose
vacuum expectation value vanishes, we have omit-
ted in (4.7) a messy expression, coming from
the last term of (2.11), which must be kept to
maintain gauge covariance but does not materially
assist our understanding of the nature of the sum
rules. This omitted term is proportional to yo,
and is represented by the dots in (4.7).

By comparing the coefficients of y and 1, we

recover the sum rules (4.5). The(x the coefficients
of y' yields

gA p A. M —A, =g OB OB 0 0 +»»

(4.8)

This is the naive form of a sum rule which can be
derived by a double application of the field equa-
tions, plus the canonical equal-time anticommuta-
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We begin with the vacuum expectation value of
the current commutator, with SU(3) indices sup-
pressed. The spectral form for this object is

(o([dx(x), d(o)1 l(o)= (dx o)- o"xo')f d px( )x'(d; x)x.
0

(4.9)

With the aid of (4.3) and (4.4), we find

&o l[d'(x), d '(o)llo) . l(f..dx'=p(x')o'(x')o'(x ),
0

(4.10)

(o I[&'(x),&(0)]f».0=0

=8i dA. A.'-8,8' pA, cx 5 x~ .
0

(4.11)

The canonical commutator (3.2) would lead us to
expect zero for the right-hand side of (4.10),
which cannot vanish because of the positivity of
p. Of course, this is just the ancient problem
that naive canonical commutators do not yield the
Schwinger term in fermion theories. Recall that
the conventional Schwinger term has precisely
the same form as (4.10), i.e. ,

&ol[d'(x), i'(o)llo), ,=(f d', (.*)do (*-).
0

(4.12)

Hence we learn that the e(lual-r commutator (3.2}
must be modified by a gradient of the 5 function.

[J,(x), J~(0)]„p 0= if,„,Z, (x)6(x )6'(x~)

+ —,'i S„6'(x')5'(x, ) . (4.13)

Of course more general forms are possible [see
(4.23), below]. However the exhibited expression
is the minimal generalization of the formal re-
sults which does not suffer from manifest contra-
dictions.

tors. We do not pursue the discussion of this re-
lation any further, since it is extremely unlikely
that the spectral function p, is sufficiently con-
vergent to give meaning to (4.8). However, the
present results are interesting because they in-
dicate that (at least for vacuum expectation values)
the equal-time commutators are valid simultan-
eously with the equal-T commutators. That this
should be true is not evident a priori.

B. Vacuum Expectation Value
of Current Commutators

The integral in (4.11) is the same as would be
found for the conventional equal-time commutator
(the dot means differentiation with respect to t)

(o I[J'(x),&'(0)] I0&,=.

C. BJL Theorem on the Light Cone

The results discussed in the previous sections
can be gotten quite easily in momentum space,
by a version of the BJL limit' which we now des-
cribe. Let J(x) and K(0) be any two operators,
and consider the matrix element between states
Q) and (a),

M(d)=if d'xx'"(did' d(x))((o)(d). " (4.16)

Here T* indicates a covariant product, time-
ordered with respect to the usual t. We claim
that, in the limit q'=2 ' '(qo-q')-~ with q'
=2 '~'(qo+q') and q' fixed, M(q) is expressible in
an inverse power series whose coefficients are
equal-v commutators, i.e.,

=-i dA. pA, 6'~A. -88~ 5 x .
0

(4.14)

Therefore the sum rules for p which follow from
(3.6) and (4.11) are e&luivalent to the results of
the equal-time algebra and the equations of mo-
tion. Such theorems are only formal, due to di-
vergences of the integrals over p, and we do not
elaborate on them any further, beyond remarking
that the Schwinger term anomaly is present in
the [J0, J'] commutator as well. Note that (4.11)
indicates the presence of a second derivative of a

function, whose coefficient is the same Schwing-
er te.rm as in (4.10), i.e.,

--,'i S~(x')s,.s'6'(%, ) .
No such second derivative terms are present in
our operator formula (3.6). Hence we must also
modify that expression in the indicated fashion.
This parallels the fact that the [P,J~] canonical
equal-time commutator also misses this Schwing-
er term [compare (4.14)]. Hence we replace (3.6)
by

[&'(x),J'(0)]„..
= ——'c(x )5 (x )8()[T()(0,0, x )y'(I)(0)]

=,' e(x')8,.6'(xi)T()(0, 0, x')y' g(0)

--,'e(x')8, 5'(x, )e"T()(0, 0, x')y~y, y(0) —H.c.
,'i Se(x-'-)s, s'6'(x, }. (4.15)

1
M(q) =p»ynomials ——, dx'df'x exp[i(q x' —g % )](A ~[J(x),K(0)] ~B), +"" (4;1V)



qq "(q) = 'J q' q"*(o
l
q'z'(x)P(0) ID)

oo

= (q "q" —g ""q') dh'p(h. ')
p q —A, +$6

r

In the limit q'- ~, it is sixnple to find
(4.18)

This is not at all surprising, since in the expo-
nent of (4.16}, q x=q'x'+q'x'-f1 ~ X, and the
large-q behavior comes from the region of small
xo. The only nontrivial a,spect of (4.17) is that
starting with a t-ordered product leads to an equal--
T commentator. This is a consequence of causality.
To establish our theorem, we need only to deal
with the case where A and 8 are the vacuum,
which amounts to some demonstrations about the
free-field causal functions. Since these same
free-field functions appear in the representation
when A and 8 are not the vacuum (e.g. , the DGS
representation), the argument will be established
in general.

For definiteness, consider J and K to be con-
served currents.

M (q) = ——, =', qo Ch'p(h'),
4f ~qqo q

(4.19)

1 ", , 2M~(q) = const+ ——, , Ch'p(h')(h' -q, ') .qS~ oo 3 4 0 i. ~

(4.20)

The coefficients of -1/q' in (4.19) and (4.20) are,
respectively, the Fourier transforms (with re-
spect to x' and x~) of (4.10) and (4.11).

Another way to see the validity of the present
version of the BJL theorem, is to observe that
the t2,&le-of'd8ged px'oduct colncldes with a 7-
ordered product, apart from seagulls. The rea-
son for this is that a step function in time (which
is relevant for the time-ordered product) differs
from a step function in 7 = (i+z)/v 2 (which is rel-
evant for the r-ordered product) only for space-
like separations. But in that region causality
renders ordexing immaterial. Since the discon-
tinuity of g -ordex ed product is the light-cone com-
mutator, the theorem follows directly. "

D. Light-Cone Commutators in Electroproduction

Several authors' have observed that the scaling functions introduced by Bjorken' to describe the MIT-
SLAC electroproduction experiments" are intimately related to the behavior of current commutators near
the light cone. We shall here derive sum rules for Fourier transforms of these scaling functions which
follow from the light-cone algebra. Consider the spin-averaged nucleon matrix element of the electromag-
netic-current commutator. From the observed scaling of the cross sections, it follows that this object
must have the following form':

f(P~[J"(x),Z'(0)]~P)=[g""0 8" S]c( x'—+x) 5(x'), d(d, P F,((d)+e(x')f, (x', x P)
I

+[p"p"0 —p s(s"p'+s p")+g"'(p ~ s)']e(x'+x')8(x') d~ I" (~)+f (x x p)
1 ' sin((dx p)

81T y MX 'P

x'f, (x', x p), = 0,

f,(x', x p), = 0.

(4.21a.)

(4.21b)

(4.21c)

The corresponding covariant time-ordered product in momentum space is

q"'(qi (fq'qq""(qlq'z"(q)=-q'(oilq)

=—[g""q'-q"q'] —
2 ~

' + [q'p"p'-p q(p"q"+p'q")+ g. "'(p q}'] —
~
' + "~

4X j (gp q +2/)p 2zp j (d q +2Qpv

(4.22)

In the above, p~((d) = E,(~) —2&uE, ((d), ~ = -q'/2v, )q= p ~ q, and E, and E, are Bjorken's scaling functions. '
The dots in (4.22} represent the contribution to T" which arises from the nonscaling portion of the absorp-
tive parts. Jln position space this is given by f,(x', x p) [see (4.21)].] The results which follow can be de-
rived either by taking the limit x'-0 in (4.21), or by considering the limit q'-~ in (4.22). The two pro-
cedures are equivalent; we shall follow the first method.

Note that, because of the possibility of Regge poles with intercepts n(t) at f = 0 contributing to the small-
(d behavior in the P, (for small (d, E„E~-uF""(0~), certain integrals in (4.22) appear to be superficially di-
vergent if o.(0) ~ 0. A careful investigation of how to treat this problem results in the simple answer: The



contributions of a Regge pole with n{0)&0 is to be treated as if o.(0) were less than zero, and an analytic
continuation to the proper value is done after integrating. This is entirely equivalent to the truncation
procedure which has been discussed elsewhere. " If a(0) = 0, this method is inappUcable and logarithmic
infinities axise which must be separately tx'eated. For purposes of this investigation, we assume such
terms ax e not present.

To facilitate the computation of the x -0 limit is (4.21), we record the form that various distributions
assume at this point.

~(x'+ x') 6(x') ~,0,= —,
' vs(x') 6'(x,),

,[e(x'+ x') 6(x')]...=-,'x
~

x'
~ v, '5'(x, ),

Bx

c(x'+, x')8(x') ~„0,=0,

, ,[e(x'+x') &}(x')]„0,= s~x'~5'(x, ) .

We now conSider the zero-zero component of (4.20a}. From (4.22) it follows that

f{PI[~'(x),&'(0}]IP),0 .= -s.a ~(x')6'(x, ) 16,
1 ' cos(faux'P')

-1

5'(x')5'(x, ) —,E (ro)+ e(x')5'(x, ) &f~ cos((ux P ) E~((u) .
1 ~J

Comparing this with the corresponding matrix element of (4.13) (with internal symmetry indices sup-
pressed}, we find that the connected matrix element of the Schwinger term S is given by

8QP
{PISIP}=& „—„.E,(~) ~

Also the second term on the right-hand side of (4.24) is absent; according to (4.13},
1

. &f~cos(zx'P')E~(&v) =0.

{4.25)

(4.26)

Equation (4.25) is recognized as the Schwinger-term sum rule, "while (4.26) is the analog of the Callan-
Gross sum rule for this model. " Note that while Callan and Gross deduce J', &f&uE~(&u) =0, we obtain the
more general result (4.26). Another difference between the Callan-Gross derivation and the present one
is that whereas the former required the equations of motion and the [P,P] equal-time commutator, the
latter uses the interaction-independent light-cone commutator between the zeroth components. The valid-
ity of these resuIts will be discussed in Sec. VI.

The remaining sum rules which we shall discuss follow from the 03 components of {4.2la). To simplify
the tedious calculation, E~(v) is set equal to zero, as is indicated by (4.26), by (4.25) when the Schwinger
term is a c-number, and by the experimental data. From (4.23} we deduce

((nl(& (x), z'(0)ll)), , =(»)'(x &,I)x Iy, (o, x')'&I+(2)' ~ ~ P'e)&(x'»&'(x &q are
" ~ s', 4))

. 1

R.
= 5'(x, )e(x') 6' d(o cos((ox'p') E,((o) +f(x'p')

+P&s,.5'(%,)e(x') — &f(o E,(a&) .1 ' sin(&ux'P')

8F
& (d

We have introduced the function f which is defined by

m' 8
y(&).) = 6— &f&u cos{(uo.)E,(&) +—[aif,(0, n)] .

In order to obtain a sum rule for E,(~), we now equate (4.27) to the spin-averaged matrix element of
(4.15). Since we are assuming a c-number Schwinger term, the double derivative of the 6 function is ab-
sent, Also, parity conservation prevents the bilocal axial-vector in (4.15) from having a matrix element. .

Thus we are left mth
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i&p l[J'(x) J'(o)] Ip&.0=0 = -2e(x')8'(x. }s &p lip(0 0 x'}y'q(0)+H c Ip)

-4 e(x')8,.5'(x~) & p I
i q (0, 0, x )y' y (0) + H.c.

I p) . (4.28)

Equating coefficients of the gradient of the 5 func-
tion in (4.27} and (4.28) gives

p'A(x'p') =
&p I iq(x)y*q(0)+H c .Ip.) I„. ,

p; '
sin(coax'p')

(4.29)

On the left-hand side of (4.29), x'= 0 is achieved
by letting x and x~ vanish, but x'~0. The sum
rule which follows from an identification of the
remaining terms in (4.27) and (4.28) is not in-
dependent of (4.29); one merely arrives at a de-
rivative of (4.29) with respect to x'.

Equation (4.29) is considerably more general
than the formula, obtained by Callan and Gross. "
It will be remembered that they related f',dv E,(~)
to the [J',J'] equal-time commutator, which in-
volves among other things an explicit dependence
on the gluon field. Within our formalism it is pos-
sible, though unnecessary, to obtain this result.
To do so, one needs to consider the alternate for-
mula for [J,J'] which does involve the gluon field,
(3.4). Equating coefficients of the 5 function re-
produces the Callan-Gross relation as x'-0.

Though A(x'p'), defined by (4.29), cannot at pre-
sent be evaluated, the sum rule for E,(~) is suf-
ficiently striking in its simplicity to warrant fur-
ther study. It is interesting to remark that the
operator, whose matrix element defines A, be-
comes related to the fennion part of the energy-
momentum tensor when a differentiation with re-
spect to x is performed; then x is set to zero."
Repeating this procedure rela. tes moments of F,
weighted by powers of ~ to matrix elements of
operators of the form gy&s'~s'2 ~ ~ ~ y.

It is seen that the main difference between the
present results and the analogous ones which fol-
low from the equal-time algebra together with
the equations of motion is the following. The con-
ventional technique provides relations between
moments of the F,. and matrix elements of local
operators. The present analysis yields formulas
for Fourier transforms of the F, in terms of "bi-
local" operators, i.e., products of operators de-
fined at different points. The difference between
these points is the conjugate variable in the Four-
ier transform.

Another interesting aspect of (4.29) is that it
may be used to circumvent some of the divergences
encountered in perturbation theory. Although our
results are not verified in perturbative calcula-
tions (see the discussion in Sec. VI}, we may

adopt the (somewhat inconsistent) viewpoint that
(4.29} is postulated to be true, and A, defined by
(4.29), is calculated in perturbation theory, thus
determining F,(~). A preliminary investigation
indicates that it may be possible to give a calcu-
lational prescription which renders A finite. [The
sources of divergences in &pl if(x)y" g(0) I p& are
twofold: (1) The operators g and g are unrenor-
malized, hence logarithmically divergent. (2)
There is a logarithmic singularity as x'- 0. To
obtain finite results one must arrange that these
two divergences cancel. ]

In conclusion, we remark that the formula (4.13)
is such that the Dashen —Fubini —Gell-Mann sum
rule is satisfied. The validity of that relation may
be summarized by the equation'

dx p J, x, J~O p'„0 0

= f...&pl J.'(o}Ip'&8'(x,).
(4.30}

It is seen that (4.32) is satisfied by (4.13). It is
also true that (4.32) is true, even if the [Jo,J']
commutator is of a form such that F~ is nonvan-
ishing as in (4.24).

V. COMPARISON OF EQUAL-t

AND EQUAL-y COMMUTATORS:

REGGE TRAJECTORIES

An equal-r commutator can be expressed as a
sum of an infinite number of equal-t commutators,
involving time derivatives of the basic currents.
This expression is a special case of the general
expression of operator products at short distances,
first introduced by Wilson' for small x, and re-
cently generalized by various people" to the case
of small x'. We show here how to incorporate an
entire Regge trajectory with a single equal-r com-
mutator, by appropriate choice of equal-t com-
mutators.

It has already been argued" that the equal-time
commutator structure

[s,"J,.(x),J,(0)]&;.&,

=- M[s,"J,(x), J~(0)], 0+ (i —J))

= [P„P"+'~ (0) —y„,5;,.T~" .~(0)]5 (x)+ ~ ~ ~,

where the 7„"," are local quantum fields of spin
n+1, expresses Bjorken's scaling laws as an oper-
ator equation. When the two currents J, ,J. bear
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the same SU(3) labels, only odd-n terms contribute
to (5.1), because of the symmetrization on i and j.
(Recall that'. the careted operators T are described
with the conventional index structure: 0 indices
are time components. } The omitted terms in (5.1)
contain gradients or are local fields of spin less
than n+1, and are of no interest for describing
scaling. The normalization of these fields is, at
this point, arbitrary; we choose it such that

(p'
I Tt,".'. ..(0& I p&

=
n

P„= ', (p+ p-') „, t = (p —p')',
(5.2)

= —,'e(x')5'(x, ) g (&g)n-i,'"+' T'"+" (0) +" ~

(5.3)

(The uncareted fields have unconventional indices. )

Again, the omitted part contains gradients and
other uninteresting terms. Equation (5.3) is most
easily establi. shed by taking its matrix elements
for various states, using appropriate causal rep-
resentations and the properties of h(x, X =0).

We take the single-particle matrix elements of
(5.3), i.e.,
&
p' ll.&, (x),J,(0)]"

I p&„. .
= —,e(x )5 (xi)P,PJ1 3 2 ~

(5.4)

where we have used (5.2) and the fact that x P
x g3 at x = 0, xi = 0. Just as in the Van Hove

model, the sum in (5.4) may be replaced by a
Regge pole and a background term, by smoothly
interpolating a trajectory function n(t} and residue
function P(t) between integral points. The inter-
polations obey

a.(t=m„')=n, n=2, 4, ... ,

P(t=M„')=2' "P, n=2, 4, ...~

(5.5a)

(5.5b)

where p' and p are the momenta of two hadrons of
equal mass. We suppose that the fields are trace-
less, symmetric, and conserved, and that they
create one-particle states of mass M„' from the
vacuum. Thus these fields might be used in the
Van Hove" model to construct a Regge trajectory
out of an infinite number of integral-spin fields.
We shall now incorporate this entire Regge tra-
jectory into a single equal-7 commutator.

For the sake of simplicity, set all the y„ in (5.1}
to zero; their contribution can easily be added at
the end. The expression of the equal-T commuta-
tor in terms of the infinite set of equal-t commu-
tators (5.1) is

[Z,.(x),Z, (0)]('&,

To save writing, we take a linear trajectory func-
tion

a(t) = a+ bt, (5.6)

but this entails no loss of generality in principle.
With the aid of (5.5) and (5.6), the sum in (5.4)

is transformed to

tt t)-4E(x )5 (x )p'p~ d(d c so((d x'P) (d
0

(5.7)

plus a background term with no particle poles,
which we omit. This is precisely the form one
expects for the contribution of a scaling Regge
pole to a nonforward matrix element of an equal-z
commutator. Although we have not discussed non-
forward matrix elements in this paper, it should
be clear that (5.7) is correct from the discussion
of Ref. 21 and from the forward matrix element
(4.27). In particular, the coefficient of p'p~~(x')
x 6'(xi) in this latter equation is (up to an over-all
constant) the integral

1
d(o E,(&u)cos((ux P),

0
(5.8)

while at t = 0 a Regge pole contributes a term pro-
portional to &u' "~+ to E,(&u). Clearly, the scheme
given here can be extended to linear combinations
of Regge poles, to satellites (of the form &g"" "~'i,
%= 1,2, ...) and daughters, etc.

Finally, note that in the vacuum expectation val-
ue of the equal-T commutator (5.3), only the N= 1
term can possibly survive on the right (and then
only if the T„"i are allowed to have nonvanishing
traces). The reason is that the vacuum expecta-
tion value must be constructed from products of

g„„, but g„=g33 0. In this case, the matrix ele-
ment of an equal-~ commutator reduces to a sin-
gle equal-t commutator (not counting gradient
terms). This is consistent with our earlier dis-
cussion of (4.10) and (4.11).

VI. CONCLUSION

The light-cone a1gebra, which we have deduced
canonically, organizes in an elegant and compact
fashion whole families of sum rules which follow
from the usual equal-time algebra and the equa-
tions of motion. For example all the conventional
moment sum rules, relating f',Cku &u'"P, (&o) to ap-
propriate matrix elements, are contained in the
single relation (4.29) which involves only the parti-
cularly simple bilocal generalization of the local
current.

In addition to the economical rendition of con-
ventional results, the present techniques yield
also apparently new relations such as (4.29). This
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suggests that there is dynamical content in light-
cone commutators which exceeds that of the equal-
time commutators.

It is clear that the forms we present for the var-
ious commutators are no more reliable predictors
of perturbative calculations than the conventional
equal-time relations. We have already remarked
on our failure to calculate the Schwinger term. It
is also true that in the model in question, F~(e)
e0, contrary to (4.26)." Nevertheless, the left-
hand side of (4.25) vanishes in perturbation theory.
This happens because ~~(e)/(d' ~1 —25(&u) (see
Ref. I).

In spite of these shortcomings, we believe that
light-cone commutators provide useful relations
for summarizing various aspects of hadron phy-
sics. Clearly one needs to go beyond the model
computation presented here; a step in this direc-
tion was taken in Sec. V. It shall be most inter-
esting to explore the constraints that Regge phen-
omenology imposes on the structure of the light-
cone commutator. A related inquiry will expose
the relation between fixed q' dispersion relations
and the light-cone commutators. That such a re-
lation exists is seen from the modified BJL theor-
em which we established: The light-cone commu-
tator is related to the properties of amplitudes as
q'- ~ at fixed q' and Q~; while the large momen-
tum limit at fixed q, which is relevant to disper-
sion relations, may be arrived at by passing to
q'- ~ at fixed fl, and vanishing q'. These and re-
lated topics are now under investigation.

It should be stressed that our results, even when

they are interaction-independent, remain model
dependent. For example, the equal-z commutator
between components of the electromagnetic cur-
rent constructed from charged boson fields is not

of the form (4.13) and (4.15). We leave it as an
exercise to deduce this commutator, whose form
also implies that I'~ c 0 in that model.

Finally we wish to discuss the gauge invariance
of our results. Since the quantization was per-
formed in a special gauge B =B,=O, our results
are not manifestly gauge invariant. This means
that all calculations must be performed with a
gluon propagator which respects this gauge:

n~k' n"k~
D" (1 ) =D(0")(0

"' — —,e' = 0, .= 1 .
n k n k

This poses no problems for quantum electrody-
na, mice, where the gluon (photon) is massless. In
the massive gluon model we believe that the option
of using the above propagator still remains, since
the interaction is through a conserved current.
The complete verification of this heuristic argu-
ment must await a thorough examination of the
quantization of the massive gluon theory, a topic
which is under present investigation. In any case,
it is easy to make our bilocal operators manifest-
ly gauge invariant. One merely replaces

T))(0, 0, x')y" q(0)

x3

0(0, 0, e')exp )ef d y (D 00, ')'yye0(0).
0

That such a replacement is indeed correct follows
also from the work of Gross and Treiman. '
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APPENDIX

We record here the generalization of the light-cone commutators which we have computed to the full

SU(3)xSU(3) group. The vector and axial-vector currents are defined as follows:

V,"(x)= ,')I)(x)y "x,—(I)(y),

W."( )x= ,'iT()(x)y)'y—,Z.y (y) .
We shall also need bilocal generalizations of these objects.

V."(xI y) = .'y(x)y~~. y(y-),

&."(x
I y) =

2~& (x)y "r,)(,g(y)

The commutators between the zeroth components are as in (3.2).

(A18)

(A1b)

(A2a)

(A2b)

[V,'(x), V,'(y)]„0 ,a=if„,V,'(x)5(x' —y')5'(x~ —y~),

[V.'(x), A,'(y)]„. .= if.„A,'(x)6(x' —y')5'(x, —y, ),
[A'(x), A,'(y)] o o= if „V,'(x)5(x' —y')6'( , -y, ) .

The commutator between the 08 components are complicated.

(A3b)

(A3c)
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[v.'(x), v', (y)],. .. if—.„,v', (x)~(x' —y')~'(x, —y, )

= --'(if.», + d.», )(& [~(x' —y') &'(xi —yi) V'.(x I y)]+ —,
'

s, [~(x' —y') g'(xi —yi)(v.'(x I y) —i~"A;.(x I y))]]

+kie(x'-y')5'(x, -y, )q(x)P A. »q(y) -H.c. (A4a)

[V.'(x), A', (y)]„. ..—if...A', (x)n(x' —y') |'(x, —y, )

= --,'(if, + d„,)fs,[e(x' -y')6'(x, -y, )A.',(xI y)]+-,'s, [e(x' -y')5'(x, -y, )(A,'(xI y) -ie"V„(xIy))]]

(A4b)+-,'ie(x'-y')5'(x, y, )y(x-)P iy,A.»y(y) -H.c.
[A,'(x), V,'(y)],o ,o —if„,A', (x)6(x' —y')5'(x, —y, )

= -!(if„,+ d.„)(@I~(x' —y') &'(x, —yi)A', (x I y)]+ o &&I ~(x' —y') &'(x, —y, )(A,'(x I y) —i~"V„(x I y))]j

+-,'i~(x' —y')6'(x, —y, )Tt(x)P iy A»,'»y(y) -H.c. (A4c)

[A,'(x), A', (y)]„o,o —if„,V', (x)5(x' —y') 5'(x, —y~)

= --,'(if., + d )(s,[e(x' -y') 5'(x, - y, ) V', (x I y)]+ -,' s,[~(x' -y') 5'(x, -y, )(v,'(x I y) —ic"A„(xI y))])

+kie(x'-y')5'(x —y )g(x)P A,', g(y) —H.c. (A4d)

In order to allow for current nonconservation, we have introduced a, mass matrix M, and A,', =—[M, A.,],X».

It is seen that commutators of the (0, 3) components possess terms not seen at equal times. These terms
are of two kinds: (I) There are gradient terms which vanish upon integrating the 0 component. (2) There
are symmetry-breaking terms which are present even in the integrated commutator. The latter terms are
a consequence of the fact that Q, = Idx'd'x~vo(x) and Q', = fdx'd'x~Ao(x) generate the appropriate transforma-
tion only when the symmetry is exact.

We emphasize that the above are the canonical commutators. In particular, noncanonical Schwinger
terms must be added to the [Vo, V,], [A'„Ao], [Vo V',], and [A', , A', ] commutators.
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An attempt has been made to derive covariant Feynman rules for the massless Yang-Mills
field, starting with canonical methods of quantization. In this paper we will summarize the
techniques involved in such a program, along with a few preliminary results. Working in the
radiation gauge (8;b& =0), we find that there is an infinity of noncovariant vertices. We ob-
tain a noncovariant set of rules to describe them to any order. Working with the suggested
set of rules, we first prove that all tree diagrams can be described by a covariant set of
Feynman rules. Secondly, to order g2, we find that the one-loop diagram can also be made
covariant. However, apart from the usual three-vector and four-vector vertices, the co-
variant loop contains an extra vertex of vector-scalar-scalar type and the scalar loop occurs
with a weight factor of —2 with respect to the vector loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerable attention has been
given to the problem of obtaining covariant Feyn-
man rules for the Yang-Mills field. ' Because the
Lagrangian for the massless Yang-Mills field
obeys non-Abelian gauge symmetry, canonical
methods of quantization are complicated due to
the nonlinear nature of the constraints on the in-
dependent dynamical variables. Therefore, other
less conventional methods were employed in de-
riving the Feynman rules for the field and accurate
rules were suggested, first by Feynman, ' ' and
later by Fadeev and Popov, ' Mandelstam, ' DeWitt, '
and Fradkin and Tyutin. ' Massless limits of mas-
sive gauge fields have also been studied' in this
connection, but the resulting rules are found to
violate both unitarity and Lorentz invariance and
hence are incorrect. The method of canonical
quantization, though complicated, is an unambig-
uous and more conventional procedure, and it
serves to elucidate rather clearly the role of con-
straint equations in the derivation of the rules.

The present paper is devoted to a study of this
procedure. In this first of a series of papers, we
will summarize the techniques involved in such a
program, including a treatment of the constraint
equations, and we will report a few preliminary
results for tree and one-loop diagrams.

We will work in the radiation gauge [S;b;.(x) =0,
i.e., the field is transverse] and first isolate the
independent dynamical variables, which will be
postulated to satisfy the canonical commutation
relations (CCR). In this gauge the interaction
Hamiltonian is an infinite series in the coupling
constant, each term of the series being noncovari-
ant. Since we are. working in a noncovariant gauge,
the propagator is also noncovariant and contains
the so-called normal-dependent terms. ' First of
all, we will suggest noncovariant rules for tree
diagrams. However, we will prove them only up
to order g' since all the essential elements in the
proof are exhausted by fourth order. Going to
higher order requires only a very complicated
combinatorial analysis. We solve this problem
in Appendix B. Using these noncovariant rules,


